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First published in 1996, Workplace Law has become one of the most widely used and frequently quoted text books on
South African labour law. This 13th edition has been revised and supplemented to incorporate the latest case law, as well
as the latest amendments to labour legislation. Workplace Law provides a complete overview of issues that have arisen
and are likely to arise on the shop floor, in court and in arbitration proceedings 0?3 from unfair labour practices, through
employment equity, dismissal and collective bargaining, to strikes. Students, HR and IR practitioners, lawyers,
employers, employees and trade union officials will find this updated, comprehensive and reliable work a convenient and
indispensable guide to a complex and fascinating area of law. Workplace Law is also available in electronic form in
Juta0?9s Labour Law Library, where it is updated quarterly. -This is a comprehensive textbook on Zimbabwean labour law. After detailing the history and purpose of the law, it offers
a comprehensive review of contracts of employment, termination, the rights of organisation and association, and
collective bargaining. Dispute settlement is discussed within the contexts of the right to strike, conciliation and arbitration,
and the role of the courts in adjudication. State employment is treated separately, as it is governed by constitutional law
as well as labour law. The book concludes with chapters covering aspects of social security in Zimbabwe, and a
discussion on international labour law.
This book provides practical, business-orientated and accessible guidance on key employment and labour law aspects in national
and international transfers of business in the European Union, its member states and selected important countries around the
world. It contains a comprehensive overview of relevant topics such as safeguarding of employees' rights, impacts on employees'
representatives and on collective agreements, company pension entitlements, insolvency, M&A transactions and cross-border
transfers of business for each country covered. This overview is accompanied by summaries of leading case law and excerpts of
important national regulations. Transfers of business play an important role in today's globalised business world. In particular,
employment and labour impacts of transfers of businesses are often a driving legal and business factor in national and
international restructurings and M&A transactions. The successful implementation of transfers of business requires to recognise
and comply with the relevant legal frameworks of the countries involved. This publication is written by specialised employment
lawyers from around the globe and addresses in-house counsels, human resources managers and legal advisors in charge of or
accompanying national or international transactions.
Not all industrial disputes are about claims for better conditions than those to which the workers may already be entitled. A large
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proportion are so-called "grievance disputes", over difficulties in the application of labour legislation, collective agreements or
individual contracts of employment. Disputes over the application of collective agreements can often be most easily settled if
labour and management agree to submit them to arbitration by an independent, impartial outsider. The present guide, which is a
companion volume to Conciliation in industrial disputes published by the ILO in 19.
International Aviation Law: A Practical Guide explains the international context and application of the law as it applies to
commercial and recreational aviation, and to the broader aviation environment. It provides a comprehensive introduction to all
aspects of aviation law from criminal law to contract law to the legal duties and responsibility of aircrew and other aviation
personnel including airport operators, air traffic controllers and aircraft engineers. Each area of the law is clearly explained in
accessible language and supported with practical case studies to illustrate the application of the law within an operational aviation
context. It also provides advice on how to avoid or minimize legal liability for aviation practitioners and enthusiasts.
Labor Guide to Labor Law is a comprehensive survey of labor law in the private sector, written from the labor perspective for labor
relations students and for unions and their members. The text emphasizes issues of greatest importance to unions and
employees. Where the law permits a union to make certain tactical choices, those choices are pointed out. Material is included on
internal union matters that tend to be ignored in management texts. Bruce S. Feldacker and Michael J. Hayes cover applicable
labor law principles from a union’s initial organizing campaign to the mature bargaining relationship, including such subjects as the
employee right to engage in protected concerted activity, the duty to bargain, labor arbitration, the use of strikes, picketing and
other economic weapons in resolving a labor dispute, the duty of fair representation, internal union regulation, and employment
discrimination. This book is also a useful reference and review for full-time union officers and representatives who have a working
knowledge of labor law but wish to brush up on certain points as needed in their work. Both authors have extensive experience in
the construction field, and they have been careful to include material on those aspects of labor law that are unique to that field.
Labor Guide to Labor Law is structured to present an unbiased and comprehensive explanation of labor law principles for anyone
interested in the field. Thus, labor relations educators, as well as practitioners in the field representing labor, management, or
individual employees, should also find the text suitable for their use. Each chapter includes a summary, review questions and
answers, a restatement of "Basic Legal principles" with citations to key cases, and a bibliography for additional research. The
comprehensively revised and updated fifth edition covers new statutes, current issues, and the latest developments in labor and
employment law.
Gain a thorough grounding in the core principles and practices of UK employment law with the third edition of this practical guide
from the HR Fundamentals series.
This book will allow you to get a firm grasp of the relevant legislation so you’ll always be alert to its day-to-day impact on the
employment relationship; and take practical steps to make sure your employee relationships and your business are not exposed to
legal challenges. Step by step through the best-practice procedures that ensure full compliance with all relevant Hong Kong laws.
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Case studies and worked examples—dozens of them—clearly illuminate just about any difficulty likely to arise in any employment
situation.

The mismatch between goals and means is a major cause of crisis in labour law. The regulations that we use - the legal
instruments and techniques - are no longer in sync with the goals they are supposed to advance. This mismatch leads to
a problem of coverage, where many workers who need the protection of labour law are not covered by it, as well as a
problem of obsoleteness, as labour laws are not sufficiently updated in light of dramatic changes in the labour market.
Adopting a purposive approach to interpretation and legislative reform, this volume addresses this crisis of mismatch. It
first articulates the goals of labour law, both general and specific, through an in-depth normative discussion and a
consideration of critiques. The book then proceeds to reconsider our means, asking what we need to change or improve
in the laws themselves in order to better advance the goals. Some of the proposed solutions are at the level of judicial
interpretation, others at the legislative level. The book offers several examples for the way a purposive analysis should be
performed in concrete cases. It also recommends institutional structures that are suited to ongoing adaptation of the law
to ensure that our goals are advanced even when circumstances frequently change. Finally, in response to the crisis of
enforcement in this field, which frustrates the achievement of labour law's goals, several proposals to improve
compliance and enforcement are considered.
With reference to Sri Lanka.
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